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Biting the hand that heals: 
Mistreatment by patients and the well-being of healthcare workers

Abstract

**Purpose** – This study aimed to explore the relationship between stress due to mistreatment by patients and caregivers’ own well-being indicators (anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators). Based on predictions consistent with the job demands-resources model (JD-R), it was anticipated that satisfaction with job resources would moderate the relationship between mistreatment by patients and well-being indicators.

**Design/methodology/approach** – Hypotheses were tested with a sample of 182 employees in a leading training and research university hospital in Istanbul, Turkey. Results were partially replicated for a separate sample of 122 healthcare workers. Data were collected using survey methodology.

**Findings** – Our findings suggest that patient injustice is positively related to depression and behavioral stress indicators when satisfaction with job resources is high. Results illustrate that satisfaction with job resources have a sensitizing, rather than a buffering, role on the relation between mistreatment by patients, depression, and behavioral stress indicators, negatively affecting employees with higher levels of satisfaction with job resources.

**Originality/value** – Organizational justice researchers recently started recognizing that in addition to organizational insiders, organizational outsiders such as customers and patients may also be sources of fair and unfair treatment. Based on this stream of research, unfair treatment from outsiders is associated with retaliation and a variety of negative employee outcomes. Our study extends the currently accumulated work by examining how mistreatment from care recipients relates to healthcare workers’ own health outcomes.
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Introduction

Employee perceptions of interactional fairness have received considerable attention in the academic literature (e.g., Colquitt et al., 2001). Generally, researchers have established that employees perceive fair interactions when they are treated with dignity and respect (Bies and Moag, 1986) whereas they perceive unfairness and mistreatment in cases of undeserved prejudicial statements (Rupp and Spencer, 2006) or hurtful personal attacks (Bies and Moag, 1986). Until recently, intra-organizational sources of unfairness, including the organization, supervisors, and coworkers, have been within the scope of investigations (e.g., Cropanzano et al., 2002; Folger and Konovsky, 1989). However, scholars have begun to examine a relatively new source of interactional mistreatment – external parties such as customers, guests, or patients of an organization (Ho and Gupta, 2014; Rupp and Spencer, 2006).

A perplexing reality is that even employees who dedicate their careers to helping the health and well-being of others such as nurses (Speroni et al., 2014), emergency department workers (Gates et al., 2006), and firefighters (Sliter and Boyd, 2015) are often targets of unfair, rude, disrespectful, and sometimes violent treatment. In an extreme example, relatives of a patient who died during treatment attacked a doctor in India, resulting in an indefinite strike by medical personnel (Deccan Herald, 2016). The problem is not limited to a few isolated cases. In a countywide report of Los Angeles, general and mental healthcare workers, in comparison with other employee groups, have reported higher rates of workplace assaults (Sullivan and Yuan,
A cross-sectional study of employees in a Midwest healthcare organization showed that nearly 31% of employees reported experiencing non-physical aggression (Findorff et al., 2004).

Given this prevalence, stress caused by mistreatment from customers and care recipients has the potential to result in undesirable employee outcomes, making it a critically important topic of study. To date, scholars have typically focused on how employees retaliate against customers or how job attitudes fluctuate when they experience customer mistreatment (e.g., Shao and Skarlicki, 2014; Skarlicki et al., 2008). What is rare in this stream of research are studies exploring how mistreatment by the people one is serving affects one’s own health and well-being. Referring to this research gap, our aim in this study is to explore two key questions: What is the relationship between stress due to patient mistreatment and employees’ physical and mental well-being? And what are the factors that could ameliorate the negative effects of mistreatment by patients? Hence, we conducted two independent studies to test the effects of mistreatment by patients on three indicators (anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators) of employee wellbeing. In Study 1 we operationalized mistreatment by patients as perceived stress due to patients, and in Study 2 as interpersonal injustice attributable to patients.

In these two studies together, we test a model linking unfair treatment from patients and caregiver well-being (e.g., anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators) while investigating the moderating role of job resources. The first contribution of this study is to expand the existing literature on customer mistreatment by examining caregiver well-being as an outcome of stress due to patient mistreatment. De Lange et al. (2005) document that stressful work diminishes psychological and physical well-being. Estimations of a Gallup poll suggest that the cost of lost productivity due to unhealthy workers is $153 billion a year (Ciccone, 2011).
Thus, employee health is a critically important outcome for employees and their organizations, as well as the society at large.

Second, while scholars have investigated the direct effects of customer injustice and mistreatment on negative emotional states, less is known about potential boundary conditions of these relationships. Caregiving occupations have a high risk of mistreatment (LeBlanc and Kelloway, 2002), but jobs in this sector may also provide resources that potentially strengthen and empower the employee. Based on the job demands–resources (JD-R) model (Bakker and Demerouti, 2007; Demerouti et al., 2001), aspects of the work environment that are functional in helping achieve work goals, stimulate learning, or otherwise reduce demands of one's job interact with job demands to predict stress and outcomes. Consistent with this model, we examine how satisfaction with specific job resources may affect the relationship between stress arising from patient injustice, mental health, and unhealthy behaviors.

Finally, our third contribution is our examination of the proposed model in two samples of Turkish healthcare workers who provide service in a setting with high levels of interpersonal tension (Maslach and Jackson, 1984; Vredenburgh et al., 1999). While customer orientation in service-providing occupations creates a power inequality between customers and service providers (Grandey et al., 2004), patients’ vulnerability and dependency on the caregiver are mitigating factors in the case of healthcare setting, making healthcare workers a unique population to study. Due to the growing body of verbal and physical abuse reports in daily press and descriptive research that puts forth the extensiveness of the problem (Kisa, 2008), more empirical studies are needed in this unique context.

In summary, this current study attempts to provide three contributions to the literature. First, we aim to extend the existing knowledge on the outcomes of stress caused by outsider
injustice by focusing on mental health problems and risky health behaviors as potential outcomes. Second, we attempt to make a contribution by examining whether job related resources could play a buffering role. Finally, the study addresses mental and behavioral health outcomes of healthcare workers under a fresh light within the Turkish healthcare context. This strengthens the impact of the current research in that it provides insight into the theoretical literature on outsider mistreatment and also contributes to scholarly literature on a topic that is important to society.

Theory and Hypotheses

Outsider Mistreatment and Health Outcomes

Perceptions of injustice and mistreatment from organizational insiders are related to symptoms of stress (e.g., Cropanzano et al., 2005). Even though these results provide support for the potential relationship of injustice perceptions and employee health, little is known about how injustice from outsiders affects employees. Being a relatively new focus of interest in the management and organizational behavior literatures, customer mistreatment tendencies have been explored under different labels such as unfairness (Berry and Seiders, 2008), deviance (Moschis and Cox, 1989), and uncooperative behaviors (Bitner et al., 1994). Based on these related literatures, how customers and other outsiders treat employees has implications for workplace behavior.

Introducing customers as a possible source of mistreatment, Rupp and Spencer (2006) showed that perceptions of unfair treatment from customers related to higher levels of emotional labor and difficulty to comply with display rules. Customer mistreatment researchers predominantly focused on how employees retaliate against customers who treat them unfairly (e.g., Yang and Diefendorff, 2009) and how employees feel about their jobs in reaction to unfair treatment from customers (Ho and Gupta, 2014). In the two studies examining how customer
injustice may relate to the health of customer facing employees, Dormann and Zapf (2004) showed that customer related social stressors predicted burnout. Grandey et al. (2004) provided additional support for the negative effects of customer mistreatment with their research results revealing the positive relationship of both the frequency and stress appraisal of customer aggression with emotional exhaustion. In the healthcare literature, researchers examined the implications of patient mistreatment on caregiver burnout (Campana and Hammoud, 2015).

Based on this body of research, it is plausible that patient mistreatment will have implications for the mental and physical health of caregivers. Among the mental outcomes of interest, healthcare workers who are targets of mistreatment from patients are more likely to feel depressed and anxious. Depression and anxiety are two distinct indicators of mental health (Sowislo and Orth, 2013), with the former indicating a general disinterest in life and work, whereas the latter refers to feelings of panic and heightened levels of fear and nervousness. Healthcare professionals who are mistreated by the very people they are trying to help and take care of are likely to be at higher risk of these mood disorders.

Further, because mistreatment by patients is likely to be a chronic stressor that could occur on a regular basis, it may also result in maladaptive coping mechanisms. Workplace stress is related to excessive alcohol consumption (Liu et al., 2014), smoking (Caplan, 1971), and eating disorders (Torres and Nowson, 2007) suggesting that unhealthy behavioral consequences may be regarded as potential expressions of stress responses to patient injustice. The overlapping, conjunctive, and deleterious effects of these coping mechanisms have clearly been documented in extensive medical research (Bucik and Brenk, 1997; Granner et al., 2002; Saules et al., 2004) and considered under the health symptoms umbrella term (Kasl et al., 1975; Pritchard et al., 2007). In light of past literature, our focus is on cigarette, alcohol, analgesic and
psychopharmaceutical consumption and irregular eating (Bucik and Brenk, 1997) as initial maladaptive mechanisms for coping with stress (Parks and Anderson, 2004).

**Moderating Role of Job Related Resources**

To date, research examining organizational factors that buffer the effects of outsider injustice is limited. One theory that may provide insight into this gap is the job demands-resources (JD-R) model, which focuses on the interaction effects of certain job characteristics (Bakker et al., 2003). This model differentiates two aspects of work environment and proposes a dual process where these two aspects interact to determine the emergence and development process of occupational stress levels.

The first of these two dimensions is job demands, which represents the physical, emotional, perceptual, or cognitive costs of a certain occupation. Role ambiguity, job insecurity, negative coworker or supervisor relationships, extreme work load, work underload, abrasive interactions with customers, poor environmental conditions are some examples of job demands. The second dimension in the job-demands resources model refers to the job resources, which are proposed to provide a balance against the job demands. Resources may be a variety of physical, psychological, social, or organizational aspects of the job that are supportive in nature. Job resources are the facets of a job which help the employee in goal accomplishment, alleviate psychological or physiological costs, or improve the situation (Bakker et al., 2004). Examples include assistive and encouraging relationships with coworkers or supervisors, task clarity, career opportunities, autonomy, and constructive feedback.

The JD-R model (Demerouti et al., 2001) states that every occupation has its unique demands and resources. Rather than suggesting particular demands and resources, this view provides a flexible approach, taking the varied circumstances of different occupational settings.
The model proposes that job demands and job resources are two distinct processes concurrently affecting employees, the former fostering exhaustion and health problems and the latter supporting well-being, engagement and performance. With its comprehensive conceptualization, JD-R model provides a convenient framework for testing the buffer effects (Xanthopoulou et al., 2007).

The availability of resources determines the degree to which workplace stressors (such as unfair treatment) affects employees (Bakker and Demerouti, 2007; Demerouti et al., 2001). Applying the JD-R model, stress due to mistreatment by patients represents a high job demand condition, exhausting mental and physical resources of healthcare professionals and so diminishing their mental and physical health. Based on the model, given the theory and empirical evidence summarized, we propose that satisfaction with the job resources available to the individual should buffer the harmful effects of patient injustice on stress related mental and physical health outcomes. In short, our model summarized in Figure 1 predicts that mistreatment by patients will interact with satisfaction with the available job resources to predict mental and physical health. Our rationale culminates in the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. Satisfaction with job resources moderates the relationship between mistreatment by patients and mental health outcomes such that the relationship between mistreatment, anxiety (Hypothesis 1a) and depression (Hypothesis 1b) is less positive when satisfaction with job resources are higher.

Hypothesis 2. Satisfaction with job resources moderates the relationship between mistreatment by patients and behavioral stress indicators such that the relationship is less positive when job resources are higher.

Study 1 Method
Sample and Procedures

We collected data from patient-interfacing employees of a leading training and research university hospital in Istanbul, Turkey. We distributed the questionnaires to all 290 healthcare workers whose names appeared on the hospital website. We distributed the paper-and-pencil surveys along with an empty envelope to allow participants return questionnaires confidentially. The research was executed on-site. The first author paid daily visits to each unit for a period of two weeks so that participants could directly give completed surveys to the researcher. A total of 182 healthcare employees participated and returned the questionnaire for an overall response rate of 63%. Of the 182 employees, 53% were female and 89% were employed full-time. The mean age of the healthcare employees was 31 years (SD=8). The sample included several job types such as physicians, surgeons, assistants, nurses, midwives, patient advisors, practitioners, and medical interns working in one of the 36 departments of the university hospital. Participation in the study was voluntary. Responses were anonymous.

Measures

We administered the survey in Turkish following a back-translation procedure (Brislin et al., 1973). Unless otherwise noted, employees responded to a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree).

Mistreatment by patients. We measured mistreatment by patients using six items developed by Cooper, Rout, and Faragher (1989) which assesses perceived stress due to patients. This scale was based on in-depth interviews with 42 general practitioners. Response options ranged from “no stress at all” to “a source of extreme stress”. A sample item was “fear of assault during night visits” (α = .75).
Satisfaction with job resources. We used the 10-item job facet satisfaction scale by Warr, Cook, and Wall (1979) in order to measure employees’ access to job related resources by providing a list of job resources and asked the participants to indicate how satisfied they were for each item. A sample item was “freedom to choose your own method of working” (α = .87).

Anxiety. In order to measure anxiety we used the eight item Crown-Crisp Experiential Index (Crown and Crisp, 1966). We asked the respondents to report the extent to which they experienced each symptom recently. A sample item was “feeling upset for no reason” (α = .83).

Depression. For the measurement of depression we used a second subscale of the Crown-Crisp Experiential Index (Crown and Crisp, 1966). The subscale included eight items. We asked the respondents to report the degree to which they experienced each symptom recently. A sample item was “feeling life is too much effort” (α = .77).

Behavioral stress indicators. We assessed behavioral indicators of stress via a question list we developed based on Bucik and Brenk (1997) to measure risky health habits, specifically “cigarette consumption,” “alcohol consumption,” “analgesics consumption,” “psychopharmaceutical consumption,” and “irregular eating.” We provided a list of risky health habits and asked the participants whether or not they engaged in these listed indicators. We gave participants 1 point for each indicator, creating an index of behavioral stress indicators. Thus, responses ranged between 0 and 5.

Control variables. Following past research (Bolger and Zuckerman, 1995; Caplan et al., 1975; Kirmeyer, 1988; Spector and O’Connell, 1994), we controlled for Type A personality and sex. Even though Type A personality was not a primary interest in our research, we measured and included it as a control variable due to the existing literature in which individuals with Type A personality are characterized to show a much greater than normal response to uncontrollable
stressors (Carver, 1980). The findings of empirical studies indeed support this potential (Kirmeyer, 1988; Newton and Keenan, 1990; Spector and O’Connell, 1994). We measured Type A personality using the Turkish adaptation of Rathus and Nevid (1989)’s Type A Personality Scale by Batıgün and Şahin (2006). A sample item was “feeling an urge to do your duties immediately and quickly” ($\alpha = .83$). Sex (1 = female, 0 = male) was also controlled for in all analyses.

Results and Discussion

Means, standard deviations, and correlations among variables are presented in Table 1. We tested our hypotheses using hierarchical regression procedures in SPSS 23. A hierarchical regression model was conducted separately for each outcome variable (anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators), controlling for Type A and sex. For each dependent variable, we entered variables into the model in three separate steps. In Step 1, we entered the control variables. In Step 2, we entered the centered main effects and in Step 3, we entered the interaction term (created using centered predictor and moderator). We examined the significance of coefficients and change in $R^2$. Using the methods described by Aiken, West and Reno (1991), observed interactions were further probed and we conducted simple slope analyses.

The results presented in Tables 2 and 3 provided preliminary support for Hypothesis 1b and 2 but no support for Hypothesis 1a. Specifically, the interaction term of mistreatment by patients with satisfaction with job resources was significant for both depression ($\beta = .16, p < .05, \Delta R^2 = .02$) and behavioral stress indicators ($\beta = .22, p < .01, \Delta R^2 = .05$), providing preliminary
support for these two hypotheses. However, unlike our predictions, results supported a different pattern of relationships. While we posited that job resources would buffer the relationship between mistreatment by patients and dependent variables, results revealed that the interactions were significant but in a different direction from our expectations.

The plot of the significant interaction between mistreatment by patients and satisfaction with job resources presented in Figure 2 and simple slope analysis revealed a significant positive relation between mistreatment by patients and depression only for employees with a high level of satisfaction with job resources ($\beta = .22, t = 2.33, p < .05$), whereas there was no significant relation for employees with lower levels of satisfaction with job resources ($\beta = -.07, t = -.67, p > .05$). Instead, employees who expressed dissatisfaction with resources had uniformly high levels of reported depression regardless of the level of mistreatment by patients. Mistreatment by patients was positively related to depression only for employees who reported high levels of satisfaction with resources.

The plot of the interaction for behavioral stress indicators presented in Figure 3 and simple slope analyses indicated that satisfaction with job resources moderated the effect of mistreatment by patients on behavioral stress indicators, such that mistreatment by patients was positively related to unhealthy habits at high levels of satisfaction with job resources ($\beta = .26, t = 2.78, p < .01$), but was unrelated to unhealthy habits at low levels of satisfaction with job resources ($\beta = -.12, t = -1.20, p > .05$).
Our measure of behavioral stress indicators was a count variable representing the number of unhealthy health habits the individuals displayed. For exploratory purposes, we also conducted a binomial hierarchical logistic regression to examine which of the individual behavioral stress indicators were predicted by our interaction term. Our results showed that the interaction term was close to significance for smoking ($B = .41$, SE = .21, Wald = 3.80, $p = .051$) and significant for analgesic consumption ($B = .46$, SE = .21, Wald = 4.93, $p < .05$) and irregular eating ($B = .45$, SE = .22, Wald = 3.96, $p < .05$).

**Discussion**

As expected, we found that level of satisfaction with resources moderated the effects of mistreatment by patients on both depression and behavioral stress indicators (Hypothesis 1b and 2). Not expected, however, was the direction of this effect. Given the results of Study 1, the direction of the significant relations was not consistent with our proposed initial expectations, and in fact higher satisfaction with job resources sensitized the healthcare employees towards mistreatment by patients. This finding is inconsistent with our JD-R theory based expectations. Mistreatment by patients is a real concern and threat for healthcare employees, and this raises the necessity of going beyond prevention policies and executing appropriate support mechanisms. The unexpected findings of this study calls for further exploration of the complex interaction between satisfaction with job resources and mistreatment by patients.

Mistreatment by patients may be attributed to a variety of causes by healthcare employees. For example, they might be empathizing with the patients and blame their organizations for not providing better service to customers while they are capable of providing satisfactory job resources to employees. Thus, mistreatment by patients might not be an adequate
variable to capture the unfairness in the exchange relationship between patients and healthcare employees.

In Study 1 we operationalized mistreatment by patients due to patient injustice using selected items from a measurement tool originally developed to measure job stressors. However, researchers examining customer mistreatment of employees utilized a variety of approaches, including customer related stressors (Dormann and Zapf, 2004), customer aggression (Grandey et al., 2004), and customer incivility (Arnold and Walsch, 2015) among others. Drawing heavily from justice theory, customer mistreatment researchers argue that social norm breaches cause negative emotions (Lavelle et al., 2007; Rupp and Cropanzano, 2002; Rupp and Spencer, 2006). Thus, the investigation of the same research questions on a justice framework, replicating Study 1 findings using a scale more directly measuring justice would be appropriate and might contribute to a broader literature.

Study 2 Method

The purpose of Study 2 was to examine the generalizability of Study 1 findings and to test the hypothesis that satisfaction with job resources is a boundary condition of the relationship between unfair treatment from patients and three indicators of employee well-being.

Sample and Procedures

We designed an online survey and sent the anonymous link to recruit participants using a snowball sampling methodology. We utilized social media and personal contacts and asked them to forward the surveys to healthcare workers in Turkey. This approach resulted in a sample of 122 patient-interfacing employees from many different organizational settings such as hospitals (61.3%), clinics (6.6%), private practices (8.6%), emergency rooms (.6%), occupational medicine units (3.6%), dialysis centers (1.8%), university hospitals (2.4%), public health centers
(3.6%), and others (11.5%). Organizations varied with regards to size. Of the respondents, 34% reported working in organizations with 50 or fewer employees, 17% with 51-100, 27% with 101-500, 11% with 501-1000 employees, and 11% with more than 1,000 employees.

Of the 122 healthcare employees, 62% were female and 89% were employed full-time. The mean age of employees was 45 years (SD=11). Of the participants who reported their organizational tenure, the average tenure was 11 years (SD=9). The sample included similar job types as in Study 1, such as physiotherapists, doctors, assistants, nurses, midwives, patient advisors, general practitioners, dental practitioners and medical interns.

Measures

We followed the same back-translation procedure (Brislin et al., 1973) used in Study 1 and administered the survey in Turkish. We used the same measures used in Study 1 to assess satisfaction with job resources, anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators. To operationalize mistreatment by patients, we utilized a customer interpersonal injustice scale. Unless otherwise noted, employees responded to a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree).

Mistreatment by patients. We operationalized mistreatment by patients using an eight item interpersonal injustice scale developed by Skarlicki, van Jaarsveld, and Walker (2008). We adapted the items by replacing the “customer” with “patient or patient relative”. Response options ranged from “never” to “always”. A sample item was “A patient or patient relative who doubted your ability” (α = .91).

Control variables. In Study 2, due to space considerations, we controlled for overall tension experienced by the employee as opposed to Type A personality, given the length of the Type A personality questionnaire. We used the seven-item Job Induced Tension scale by House
and Rizzo (1972) in order to measure employees’ job induced tension levels. We asked the participants to indicate to what extent they agreed with each item. A sample item was “I work under a great deal of tension” ($\alpha = .89$). Following Study 1, we controlled for sex. Finally, following past research (Kipnis and Schmidt, 1988), we also controlled for the number of employees as an indicator of organizational size.

**Results**

Means, standard deviations, and correlations are presented in Table 4. We tested all hypotheses using hierarchical moderated regression procedures in SPSS 23, and the results are presented in Tables 5 and 6. A hierarchical regression model was conducted separately for each outcome variable (anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators), controlling for job induced tension, sex, and number of employees. We followed the same procedure we utilized in Study 1.

The results for Hypotheses 1a and 1b are presented in Table 5 and Table 6. The interaction term of mistreatment by patients and satisfaction with job resources was not significant with respect to anxiety or depression, failing to support Hypotheses 1a or 1b. In the one-organization sample, this interaction was significant for depression. Therefore, in this sample, this finding was not replicated.
The interaction terms of mistreatment by patients and satisfaction with job resources were significant with respect to behavioral stress indicators ($\beta = .19, p < .05, \Delta R^2 = .03$), providing support for Hypotheses 2. The plot of the significant interaction between mistreatment by patients and satisfaction with job resources is presented in Figure 4. The results suggest that for employees with high satisfaction with job resources, there was a positive relationship between mistreatment by patients and behavioral stress indicators ($\beta = .34, t = 2.80, p < .01$). However, for employees with low satisfaction with job resources, there was no support for a relationship between mistreatment by patients and behavioral stress indicators ($\beta = -.11, t = -.10, p > .05$).

These findings are in line with Hypothesis 2, replicating the findings in the multi-organizations sample with the use of a different mistreatment by patients scale.

In order to see which behavioral stress indicators were predicted by the interaction term, we performed a series of logistic regression analysis. The interaction term was found to be a significant predictor only for the analgesics consumption ($B = 1.13, SE = .37, \text{Wald} = 9.29, p < .01$), and psychopharmaceutical consumption ($B = .75, SE = .38, \text{Wald} = 3.86, p < .05$).

**Discussion**

This study attempted to expand the existing literature on outsider mistreatment by examining the potential buffering effect of satisfaction with job resources on employees’ well-being. Previous research examining outsider mistreatment tended to focus on how mistreatment from customers affected organizational and job attitudes or employee retaliation against customers. The aim in our study was to examine how mistreatment from outsiders affects employees themselves. Our study was designed particularly to understand if job resources protected healthcare providers from the negative effects of stress due to patient mistreatment on mental and physical health outcomes. Based on the JD-R model, we suggested that patient mistreatment would interact with
satisfaction with job resources to predict anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators in healthcare workers. Thus, we proposed that employees with higher levels of satisfaction with job resources would be less negatively affected by mistreatment with respect to anxiety, depression, and behavioral stress indicators.

Results of Study 1 were supportive of an interaction between mistreatment by patients and job resources only for depression and behavioral stress indicators and in a surprising direction. In Study 1, satisfaction with job resources moderated the relation of stress due to patient mistreatment to depression and behavioral stress indicators. These results support our argument that stress due to patient treatment will have health implications for employees. At the same time, the nature of the relationship was different from our expectation. Contradicting our prediction, results showed that employees with higher levels of satisfaction with job resources were more negatively affected by patient mistreatment when depression and behavioral stress indicators were considered as outcome variables. It seems that when employees perceive their job-related conditions as favorable (high satisfaction with job resources condition) they may become even more sensitive to how they are treated by patients. Only in the high satisfaction with job resources condition, depression level and behavioral stress indicators were positively related to patient related stress, suggesting that those employees who have high access to resources may be increasing their expectations of how they should be treated by those around them and by those who they serve. In other words, higher satisfaction with job resources might be creating feelings of entitlement and expectations regarding fair treatment and increasing the demand for justice or reducing the tolerance for disrespectful treatment.

In Study 2, we examined satisfaction with job resources as moderators of the relationship between patient interpersonal injustice and health outcomes of healthcare employees in Turkey.
In this sample we used a justice scale and drew from a more diverse sample representing a greater number of organizations. Results suggested that patient interpersonal injustice was positively related to behavioral stress indicators only when satisfaction with job resources was high. This finding partially replicates results from the Study 1 where we collected data only from one organization, a leading training and research university hospital in Istanbul. These results indicate further support for the sensitizing role of satisfaction with job resources for patient interpersonal injustice. The results using this scale were significant only for behavioral stress indicators, suggesting that the stress due to patient scale may capture critical aspects of the mistreatment faced by healthcare workers more effectively than the injustice scale.

*Theoretical Implications*

Our first goal in this research was to extend the existing knowledge on outsider injustice outcomes by examining mental health and behavioral stress indicators as potential outcomes of mistreatment by patients. While doing this, our main focus was on testing the role of job related resources on this relationship. We found that satisfaction with job resources was indeed a moderator in the relation of mistreatment by patients with depression and unhealthy behaviors. In particular, results showed that the more employees experienced stress due to mistreatment by patients the more they were depressed and showed higher levels of behavioral stress indicators, but only if they had higher levels of satisfaction with job resources. This finding is interesting due to pointing out that having more job resources may not be sufficient for these employees to cope with this particular demand of their jobs.

Secondly, basing our predictions on the JD-R model, we suggested that satisfaction with job resources would have a buffering role on the impact of mistreatment by patients on health outcomes. The impact of satisfaction with job resources on this relation appeared to be
sensitizing rather than buffering. It seems employees with higher satisfaction with job resources become even more sensitive to poor treatment. This result shows that JD-R model does not provide an adequate explanation in this research setting. Employees whose satisfaction levels are higher for job resources may have higher expectations about how they should be treated. Relative deprivation theory (Crosby, 1976; Folger, 1986) suggests that it is not the objective status of the individual, but the feeling that one is not receiving the treatment one is entitled to have results in dissatisfaction. It is plausible that employee reactions to patient mistreatment can be explained by a relative deprivation explanation: Instead of enabling employees to better cope with their job demands, the availability of resources to employees may create the sense that the organization supports and cares for them, which is in direct contrast to how these workers are treated by their patients. This dissonance may be resulting in more harmful health consequences.

In order to gain more insight into the unexpected findings, we conducted follow-up interviews with three healthcare workers. We described the study findings to them to gain their insights. The interviewees noted two possible explanations. The first one was aligned with our relative deprivation-based rationale: Employees who are treated better by their organizations (those who have access to greater resources) may be more sensitive to mistreatment by patients because they have greater expectations regarding how they should be treated. Further, the interviewees offered a second plausible explanation: Employees who do not have access to high levels of resources display greater empathy to patients who mistreat them, because they may attribute these behaviors to systemic factors. In other words, they may believe that the system fails both workers and patients, and therefore they may not be personally affronted by the mistreatment they receive. These potential explanations suggest that resources seem to play a role that is different from what would have been predicted by the JD-R model.
Third, our findings make a contribution by examining the concept of patient mistreatment in a context where it is an important concern. It is interesting that patient mistreatment does not have any main effects on anxiety, depression, or behavioral indicators. Instead, patient mistreatment has a negative influence over a person’s health and well-being only some of the time. Rather than helping employees cope with this stressor better, having access to greater job resources in the form of recognition received for good work, opportunity to use one’s ability, amount of variety in job, amount of responsibility given, and freedom to choose one’s own method of working are sensitizing factors for these employees. It is important to investigate why this is the case. It is plausible that access to resources increases expectations about how the employee should be treated. Alternatively, employees may experience greater levels of hopelessness when they experience injustice even though they are structurally in a privileged situation. If patient injustice is a reality despite the presence of autonomy, financial resources, and coworker support, individuals may be feeling that this situation is unlikely to be resolved in the future, increasing the harmful effects of experienced injustice.

Practical Implications

In addition to the theoretical contributions mentioned above, this research yields certain practical implications. First, by focusing on the boundary conditions for customer injustice, we highlight a distinction between how job resources and treatment from patients interact in the prediction of well-being indicators of healthcare employees. The analysis of main effects provide an insight into the extent to which outsiders influence the psychological and physiological well-being of employees. Having found no main effects while finding support for interactional effects, our results point out that organizations have a central role in dealing with mistreatment issues even stemming from outsiders.
More importantly, mistreatment by patients was found to have more harmful implications for the ones who actually have high satisfaction with job resources. Our predictions were based on the idea that job resources would provide a coping mechanism for employees with higher resource satisfaction. On the contrary, results showed that higher satisfaction with resources resulted in higher sensitivity about fair treatment. This finding suggests that simply providing a strong work environment in terms of job resources may not strengthen employee resilience against unfair treatment by customers or patients. Instead, organizations may need to investigate how to prevent customer injustice to begin with, or how to increase employee resilience.

Preventive actions may include implementing monitoring systems and staffing trained guards to keep the caregiving environment secure. Designing relatively less isolated work settings, and providing effective supervision (Sundram, 1984) of direct care staff may play a deterrent role for patients with mistreatment tendencies. Designing offices and waiting rooms to prevent patients and relatives from waiting in large groups may also help to create a less threatening environment. For increasing employee resilience, some other approaches might be directly teaching them how to handle these occurrences, increasing emotional control and social support of coworkers, and creating a culture of mutual respect (Kaplan et al., 2010). For this purpose, healthcare education institutions may consider developing a curriculum for healthcare education including courses on how to treat patients, how to manage emotions, and how to professionally handle the unfair or aggressive behaviors within the healthcare organization setting. For those who are already in the workforce, training programs (Albina, 2016) and simulation experiences could be designed to increase awareness and to provide capability of balancing emotional reactions and to cope with certain foreseeable conditions.
Potential Limitations and Future Research Directions

One potential limitation of this research was the methodology used. The empirical tests of the hypotheses were based on same source survey data from a field study. Same source bias is unlikely to result in spurious interaction effects (Siemsen et al., 2010). At the same time, collecting health outcomes from a secondary source such as a friend or significant other of the employee would have increased the reliability of the responses.

A second potential limitation relates to how we operationalized employee health outcomes. It would have been ideal to actually measure health outcomes using health metrics such as blood pressure, pulse rate, sedimentation, etc. for better precision and higher validity. Self-reports of anxiety and depression are relevant and important outcomes (Lonigan et al., 1994), but supplementing these outcomes with objective metrics would have increased our understanding of how patient injustice affects employee health and well-being.

Because our data collection approach was cross-sectional, the directionality of results is uncertain. For example, employees may be more likely to be harassed by patients if they are anxious or depressed to begin with. While this study treats mistreatment as a predictor, longitudinal data would provide more evidence regarding the direction of causality. Additionally, this would allow us to investigate short term and long term consequences of patient injustice. With regard to actual intervention strategies that would prevent the negative effects of patient injustice on healthcare employees, we really need longitudinal studies to see whether increases in job resources may aid supporting employees. If, in fact, research supports the interaction effects found in this study, organizations offering higher job resources will probably not obtain better results in terms of minimizing unhealthy outcomes for employees treated poorly by patients. Future research would benefit from examining these possibilities.
The sampling methodology introduces some limitations as well. Even though the sample for Study 1 included a variety of job types and reflected patient-interfacing employees, it was limited to a single organization. Because organizational factors may also have played a role in the emergence of our unexpected findings, replicating the results using data from multiple organizations would increase confidence in our results. We executed Study 2 to complement Study 1, reaching out to group of employees representing a wider spectrum of organizations, snowball sampling limits the generalizability of the results. Study 2 captures organizations that were large and well established, but also organizations and smaller clinics that were not represented in our Study 1 sample. Thus, Study 1 and Study 2 have their own limitations and results must be interpreted accordingly.

With respect to demographic characteristics the sample was predominately females (53% in Study 1 and 62% in Study 2) and with respect to employment characteristics full-time employees dominated the samples (89% in Study 1 and 89% in Study 2). One important way in which our results could have been influenced by the sample composition was the failure to capture any different patterns of interactions that might stem from vulnerability or resource differences between these sub groups. Even though we controlled for sex in our analysis to ensure that the pattern of interactions could not be attributable to differential associations with this variable, these factors could affect the generalizability of our results. Including or excluding the type of employment variable in our analysis did not lead to any changes in the results reported. In addition, the overall sample size in Study 2 was small ($n = 122$). Although Hypothesis 2 showed the same pattern in both studies, a larger sample might provide more consistency between Study 1 and Study 2.
This study investigates the influence of patient injustice with a relatively isolated approach, focusing only on the employees’ perception. Future studies would benefit from an interactionist approach to clearly examine the action-reaction nature of the patient injustice. Considering the two-way interaction between patients and healthcare providers, it may not be appropriate to treat patient injustice simply as an antecedent even when studying initial experiences of healthcare employees with their patients. Unfair treatment might be an outcome driven by acts, communication style, and/or body language of the healthcare employees. Furthermore, this mutual interaction possesses unique exchange characteristics which differentiates it from a typical customer-service provider relationship, such as the satisfaction derived from helping others. Thus, a key issue that warrants further investigation is the influence of reciprocity in the relationship of patients and healthcare providers.

Researchers in future studies could also consider the unequal nature of variables of interest. For example, certain outsider behaviors may be ignored by employees while others having a bigger impact on outcomes. Furthermore well-being indicators are not homogenous with regards to their destructive effects on employees and abiding impact to stimulate further mistreatment. While the focus of this study was on the boundary conditions that result in negative well-being indicators, more research is clearly needed to examine different behavioral outcomes in more depth, differentiating between their predictors. Our results suggested that slightly different behavioral outcomes predicted by our model, with analgesic consumption predicted by the interaction term in both studies, but Study 1 also including smoking and irregular eating, while Study 2 including psychopharmaceutical consumption. It is important to examine when and why different behavioral indicators may be affected by patient mistreatment.
Finally, future attempts to replicate this research should be conducted in a variety of settings and among different occupational groups. We studied one industry and one country where a dramatic change process has been implemented in the healthcare system since 2003 (Atilgan et al., 2017). With the recent regulations, public health insurance schemes are unified, number of citizens covered for care is increased, health care coverage network is extended to include private hospitals, performance based employee payment schemes are enacted, and information systems and investments on infrastructure are upgraded (Erus and Hatipoglu, 2017). These changes resulted in a heavy work load for health care workers, with high levels of government regulation regarding number of patients each doctor has to take care of in a short amount of time. In other words, systemic factors resulting adversarial relations between health care workers and patients certainly exist. It is important to examine whether the results generalize to other populations. Future research would benefit from examining whether the results generalize to customer injustice (e.g., retail workers) so that a more informed understanding of the role of outsiders on the interaction of justice perceptions and well-being outcomes can be developed.

Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that satisfaction with job resources is a relevant variable that has a moderating effect on how mistreatment by patients results in depression and unhealthy habits. Given the positive relationship of mistreatment by patients with depression and unhealthy habits for highly satisfied employees with job resources, and non-significant relationship of the same variables for less satisfied employees, our findings revealed that mistreatment by patients resulted in depression and unhealthy habits only for highly satisfied employees. That is, satisfaction with job resources play a sensitizing role, rather than a buffering one, opposite to our
expectations. Highly satisfied employees with job resources seem to be subjects of more destructive results when exposed to unfair treatment. It seems to be important and fruitful to examine the unique factors contributing to this unexpected pattern of relationship and the individuating impact of satisfaction with job resources.
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BITING THE HAND THAT HEALS


Table Captions

*Table 1.* Study 1 means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations among variables.

*Table 2.* Study 1 results of moderated hierarchical regression analyses with anxiety and depression as dependent variables.

*Table 3.* Study 1 results of moderated hierarchical regression analyses with behavioral stress indicators as dependent variable.

*Table 4.* Study 2 means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations among variables.

*Table 5.* Study 2 results of moderated hierarchical regression analyses with anxiety and depression as dependent variables.

*Table 6.* Study 2 results of moderated hierarchical regression analyses with behavioral stress indicators as dependent variable.
Figure Captions

Figure 1. Study model.

Figure 2. Satisfaction with resources as a moderator of stress due to patient injustice - depression relationship (Study 1).

Figure 3. Satisfaction with resources as a moderator of stress due to patient injustice – behavioral stress indicators relationship (Study 1).

Figure 4. Satisfaction with resources as a moderator of patient interpersonal injustice – behavioral stress indicators relationship (Study 2).
Appendix

Mistreatment by Patients (Study 1)

1. Fear of assault during night visits
2. Increased demand by patients and relatives for second opinion from hospital specialists
3. No appreciation of your work by patients
4. Worrying about patients' complaints
5. Adverse publicity by media
6. Unrealistically high expectations of your role

Mistreatment by Patients (Study 2)

1. Refused to listen to you
2. Interrupted you: Cut you off mid sentence
3. Made demands that you could not deliver
4. Raised irrelevant discussion
5. Doubted your ability
6. Yelled at you
7. Used condescending language (e.g., “you are an idiot”)
8. Spoke aggressively to you

Satisfaction with job resources (Study 1 & 2)

1. Amount of responsibility you are given
2. Freedom to choose your own method of working
3. Amount of variety in your job
4. Your fellow workers
5. Physical working conditions
6. Opportunity to use your ability
7. Your rate of pay
8. Recognition you get for your good work
9. Your hours of work
10. Overall job satisfaction

Anxiety (Study 1 & 2)

1. Upset for no reason
2. Might faint
3. Uneasy and restless
4. Panicky
5. Worrying
6. Strung up inside
7. Going to pieces
8. Bad dreams

*Depression ((Study 1 & 2))*

1. Think slower than usual
2. Life is too much effort
3. Regret past behavior
4. Wake up unusually early
5. Sadness
6. Extra effort to face crises
7. Need to cry
8. No sympathy for others

*Behavioral Stress Indicators ((Study 1 & 2))*

1. Cigarette consumption
2. Alcohol consumption
3. Analgesics consumption
4. Psychopharmaceutical consumption
5. Irregular eating habits

*Type A Personality ((Study 1))*

1. Stressing certain words while talking
2. Eating and walking fast
3. Believing that children should be encouraged to compete
4. Feeling uncomfortable when observed a person working in a slow pace
5. Speeding up people while they are talking
6. Feeling angry when stuck in traffic or waiting in a que to get into a restaurant
7. Dealing with your own problems even when you are waiting for somebody
8. Trying to multitask (E.g. shaving or hair drying while eating, etc.)
9. Trying to complete work at holidays
10. Drawing conversations towards your points of interest
11. Feeling guilty when spent time just for relaxing
12. Pitching in your job so much not even realizing the decoration of the workplace or the view outside the window
13. Feeling obliged to accomplish more instead of putting time on creativity or social issues
14. Planning for doing even more in even less time
15. Always being on time for appointments
16. Clenching fingers in the palm or fistimg on the desk while talking in order to emphasize your views
17. Attributing your success to your capability of working fast
18. Feeling that duties should be completed immediately and quickly
19. Continuously trying to look for more effective ways to complete tasks
20. Insisting on winning rather than enjoying games
21. Frequently intervening while others are working
22. Feeling uncomfortable when others are late
23. Immediately leaving the table to start working after meals
24. Being in a hurry (feeling that you have to immediately complete things)
25. Being unsatisfied with your current efficiency level

Job Induced Tension (Study 2)

1. My job tends to directly affect my health
2. I work under a great deal of tension
3. I have felt fidgety or nervous as a result of my job
4. If I had a different job, my health would probably improve
5. Problems associated with my job have kept me awake at night
6. I have felt nervous before attending meeting in the company
7. I often “take my job home with me” in the sense that I think about it when doing other things